BATISTE ™ DRY SHAMPOO STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE
What is Batiste™?
Batiste™ is the world’s #1 dry shampoo brand and is sold in over 50 countries worldwide. Batiste™ is an Instant Hair Refresh!
The fastest way to great looking hair. It’s convenient, saves time, money and is suitable for All Hair Types. #AllHairTypesSA
Refresh & Revive In Under 5
Batiste™ refreshes hair between salon visits or in between washdays, revitalizes greasy, dull and
lifeless hair, adds body through styling and adds volume to thin fly–away hair.
The Batiste ™ Ranges Include:
Batiste™ dry shampoo comes in 2 ranges suitable for All Hair Types.
1.

The Batiste™ Essential Range

~~ Original-Clean and Classic
~~ Fresh-Light and Breezy
~~ Cherry-Fruity and Cheeky
~~ Blush-Floral and Flirty
~~ Divine Dark (with a hint of colour, to enhance colour excellence)

2. The Batiste™ Enhancers:
~~ Strength and Shine (for sleek and shiny strands)
~~ XXL Volume Spray (to oomph your locks)

Batiste ™ Dry Shampoo STEP-BY-STEP guide on how to use the products:
Step 1: Spray your hair
1.

Shake the bottle before opening

2. Open the bottle.
3.

Keeping nozzle 30 cm away from your hair, section and spray.

4. Spray from your mid length to ends of your hair, away from your roots.
IMPORTANT TIP: DO NOT SPRAY DIRECTLY ONTO YOUR ROOTS
Products to use:
The Essential Range
Suggestions:
~~ If you have a wig, do not spray on your faux wig closure.
~~ For your weave / track / weft open every weft section and only spray above the stitch.

Step 2: Blending (Blend the product into your hair)
When blending make sure you are evenly spreading the product throughout your hair. Blend the product
from roots to your ends using your fingertips; silk scarf or a towel - up to you!
TIP: Because the product maybe visible on your hair, BLEND! BLEND! BLEND!
Suggestions:
~~

If you have dreadlocks / braids it is best to use a towel to blend / massage each strand (use a gentle squeezing and wiping motion for best results).

~~

If you have cornrows, it is best to use a tapping pressured motion for best results.

Step 3: Styling - Now that your hair is cleaner and smells amazing it’s time to style!
Style as desired
Tools to use:
~~ Can use any styling tool of choice (including heated tools)
Products to use:
~~ XXL Volume Spray - For Instant Volume
~~ Strength & Shine - For Sleek and Shiny Strands

